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PAY-AS-YOU-GO DATA QUALITY IMPROVEMENT FOR
MEDICAL CENTERS
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Abstract
Medical practitioners often link their databases to support new use cases of the medical sector, e.g.
in economic planning or treatment coordination. Data quality requirements for these use cases
differ from the original requirements on the databases. We argue that any system seeking to
support data quality in this scenario requires significant evolutionary power. We suggest an
approach to continuously improve data quality which scales with arising requirements in a pay-asyou-go manner.
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1. Introduction
It is common for resident medical practitioners to affiliate into groups to increase their power to
compete [9]. Examples of such groups are Networked Practices or Medical Supply Centers (MSC
in the following). Apart from benefits for the center’s patients, for example interdisciplinary
treatment under a single roof, there are also organizational and financial benefits for the
practitioners. To achieve the latter, the new role of practice manager is required. These financial
officers are in charge of a center’s enterprise resource planning. For this function, a consolidated
view over all participating practitioners’ processes and data is necessary. The data for most arising
use cases is already available in the practitioners’ patient management systems. However, these
databases are largely insular and display a high degree of heterogeneity. Additionally, necessary
data may be distributed over several or all of the local databases.
1. 1. Current Situation
Although there are several standards like xDT or DICOM for data exchange, no overarching
standard has yet been adopted. Neither can a center require newly joining practitioners to change
their patient management systems - such a requirement would prevent many practitioners from
joining in the first place. It follows that the existing databases need to be integrated into a central
knowledge base. The heterogeneities in such an integration scenario are a core reason for low data
quality. Another potentially negative impact on data quality is the fact that these data were collected
for a different purpose. While they may be fit for use [17] for the original function, they may not be
suitable for the new use cases of practice managers since data quality is context dependent [1].
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Another challenge is the highly volatile nature of the healthcare system, meaning that technology
and legislation may frequently change, requiring new types of data or data with higher quality.
Currentness of a center’s data is a consideration as well: It is estimated that “2% of records in a
customer file become obsolete in a month” [4].
1. 2. Objectives
As it is impossible to foresee all future requirements on data and data quality, it is necessary to
adopt an evolutionary approach that is able to scale with newly arising requirements. This will
enable a practice manager to adapt the center’s data quality standards in a demand-driven manner.

2. Methods
2. 1. Requirements Analysis
Through interviews with practice managers and practitioners, we identified the main new use cases.
While most of these deal with financial controlling and planning [5], they nevertheless require
extensive data from the practitioners’ local systems. As an example, resident practitioners operate
on a health insurance mandated budget. Any benefits they provide to their patients beyond this
budget are only fractionally remunerated. To prevent this, an MSC manager needs a complete view
over all practitioners’ data - if the extent of benefits provided is unknown, the manager cannot
know if and where to countersteer. Based on these data needs we developed a core database schema
to serve as a central point of information for a center. Since the practitioners will be loath to
relinquish control of their databases, we cannot directly influence their data. Thus, all quality
considerations concern the central database. To further gauge the data quality needs in MSCs, we
conducted a survey among practice managers1.
2. 2. Data Quality Management
Data quality, generically defined as the “fitness for use” of data [17], is an important concern in all
application areas of databases [8]. It is a multi-dimensional concept [18,16], with varying
definitions of dimensions in the literature. The three most commonly mentioned are correctness,
completeness, and currentness (sometimes called “currency”). Finding ways to measure data
quality in a specific context is regarded as non-trivial [3]. For a given project, however, it is not
enough to assemble the necessary dimensions. All data quality considerations must be regularly
evaluated and, if necessary, improved. The generic approach for this is given by Wang [17, 18]
with the Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) Cycle (see Figure 1).
2. 3. System Evolution: The Pay-As-You-Go Approach
Taking into consideration all feasible ways of measuring data quality from the start will lead to very
high upfront effort. Some of the work expended may even be needless, and the attempt to foresee
every problem may lead programmers to ignore the principle of “design for change” [14].
Additionally, changes in data format, technology or healthcare legislation are frequent and may
effectively invalidate previous solutions. By contrast, a pay-as-you-go approach [11] allows a new
system to be imperfect at the beginning, and to be improved by the users in a demand driven
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manner. By deferring part of the system design to runtime in this way, we gain continuous
adaptability [12]. In fact, in a scenario like ours, the pay-as-you-go stance may even be the only
viable approach [13].

Figure 1: Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) cycle

3. Results
3. 1. Data Quality Dimensions and Metadata
Of the standard data quality dimensions mentioned in section 2.2, interviews with domain experts
showed population completeness1 of the medical benefits provided in the center to have the most
direct impact on revenue (see the example in section 2.1). Additionally, there is no reference data
for these, since the number of benefits provided at a practice varies. This means that population
completeness is non-trivial to measure and must be estimated instead [6]. In some other cases,
counting NULL-values of a table may deliver a realistic measure of completeness.
Table 1: Metadata

Type
Provenance (tracing)
Timestamps
(currentness, completeness)
Values (correctness)
NULL count (completeness)

Name
Practice
System
Type of system
Created at source
Loaded from source
Changed at source
Changed at central database
Unit
Range
Rows
Columns

Granularity
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Tuple

The dimension deemed second most important is correctness of data, which can be measured using
plausibility rules. Currentness of data was considered least important by domain experts. Based on
literature [16], our interviews and domain context, we identified several metadata to support data
quality monitoring (see Table 1). Provenance is used to trace the origin of possibly dirty data items.
Timestamps, Values, and NULL count help measure quality along the dimensions mentioned above.

1
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3. 2. TDQM in Medical Supply Centers
The metadata in Table 1 serve as a starting point for data quality measurements. However, we cannot
guarantee that all future quality requirements can be supported by these metadata (see section 2.3).
Therefore, we intend a rule system similar to Blechinger’s work [2] as the core of our data quality
management approach. It will enable MSC managers to define new quality requirements in an
intuitive way. Through the definition of additional rules and associated metrics, the managers can
create indicators for different dimensions of data quality relevant for the MSC. This introduces
evolutionary capabilities, and accounts for the requirements of an ever-changing health system.
While inherently supporting the pay-as-you-go approach as ways of measuring data quality are
evaluated and possibly changed in every iteration of the cycle, TDQM is highly generic. To make it
applicable for our domain, we adapted TDQM for use in MSCs, and extended it with an initial
definition phase. Figure 2 shows this concretization. In the initial definition phase, the standard
dimensions and metrics and the rule system are implemented. These serve as a starting point for
data quality monitoring. Afterwards, MSC managers can customize the system to their needs.
The monitoring system’s purpose is twofold: For one, it calculates the implemented metrics and
based on these, maintains a list of potential problems. Secondly, it needs to estimate the utility and
cost of resolving these problems, and order the list accordingly. These estimations are still work in
progress. Jeffery et al suggest that a sensible measure for estimating utility for tasks like this is the
value of perfect information (VPI) [11]. A definition of VPI is given by Russel and Norvig [15].
The cost estimate may incorporate the amount of data affected, the number of sites involved and the
general complexity of the task presumably necessary for correction of the error. Additionally, a
simple urgency measure is available in that warnings are displayed when imperfect data is
accessed.

4. Conclusion
In a volatile domain like the healthcare system, data quality improvement needs to be continuous
and sustainable. To contribute to a solution, we extended and adapted the generic TDQM
methodology, and are currently building tools for data quality monitoring to support this adaptation.
We want to achieve this in a pay-as-you-go manner, improving data quality monitoring by demand
while almost seamlessly integrated into the regular work processes of an MSC. We established
basic artifacts to serve as a starting point for data quality monitoring. We examined the practicality
of the generic pay-as-you-go approach for our domain of application, and assembled the necessary
use cases as well as their data needs.
In contrast to [10], our concretization of TDQM does not differentiate between “ex-ante” and “expost” improvement of data quality. Rather, it embeds itself in the day-to-day routine of the involved
parties and iterates continuously. We cannot rely on standards like HL7 or IHE, since most of these
are prevalent mainly in the hospital sector and not in local practices. In addition, these standards
provide domain specific declarative and functional specifications, but no standards for data quality
processes. Adherence to standards may alleviate individual data quality problems, but they neither
offer guarantees to this nor make any assertions on problems like measuring population
completeness. Also, while reliance on standards clearly is important for clinical studies, it may in
fact prove a crutch to evolutionary capabilities of systems used by medical professionals in their
own practice due to the rapidly changing conditions in healthcare legislation [7].
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TDQM:
Total Data Quality Management
MSCM:
Medical Supply Center Manager

Figure 2: TDQM cycle for Medical Supply Centers
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